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MORE THOUGHTS ON OPEN TEXTURE
lN ATHENIAN LAW
Edward M. HARRIS

ln his The Concept af Law Hatt observes that laws are usually generallllles that
de ai with broad categories of actions or individuais. When applying a law to a particular case, however, it is sometimes unc\ear whether a celtain action or individual
belongs in the category which the law covers. Legislators often try to formulate
detailed deflllitions of key terms to resolve these problems, but it is impossible to
remove entirely law's "open texture".
Modem scholars of Athenian Law have paid little attention to law's open texture. On the one hand, formalist scholars like H. 1. Wolff and H. Meyer-Laurin have
assurned that Athenian laws were so c\ear and simple that they posed no problems of
interpretation. On the other, those scholars who believe that the Athenian courts
were mainly an arena for aristocratic competition think that Athenian law was mainly
concemed with procedure. As a result, litigants paid little attention to the substantive issues raised by law's open texture. This essay will show that litigants were aware
of the open texture of Athenian law and often based their arguments on an interpretation of statute. The essay will also show that the Athenian courts tended to side
with the litigant who based his case on customary or most straightforward reading of
a statute and tended to reject cases that relied on new or unusual readings ofthe law.

ln his The Concept ofLaw H. L. A. Hart observes that the law must refer to braad
classes af persans ar classes af acts, things, ar circumstances. The aperatian af the
law therefare depends an the «capacity to recagnize particular acts, things and circumstances as instances af the general classificatian which the law makes»l. ln
mast cases, this is nat a difficult pracess. Fram time to time, hawever, ane encaunters «fact-situatians ( ...) which passess anly some af the features af the plain cases
but athers which they lack»2. One might try to avaid this problem by farmulating
detailed definitians af key terms that wauld clarify how they were to be applied in
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any given situation. Yet, as Hart rightly notes, it is impossible to find a mIe «so
detailed that the question whether it applied or not to a particular case was always
settled in advance and never involved, at the point of actual application, a fresh
choice between open altematives»3. The legislator simply cannot know in advance
all the different kinds of situations that will occur in the future ('ignorance offact').
One might attempt to eliminate the problem by formulating canons of interpretation. As Hart observes, however, this approach would lead to similar problems
because such canons would likewise be general mIes, which one would also have
to apply to particular cases of interpretation4•
ln hard cases, where it is not clear how to apply the general mIe to a specific
situation, Hmi believes «all that the person called upon to answer can do is to consider (as does one who makes use of a precedent) whether the present case resembles the plain case 'sufficiently' in 'relevant' respects. »5 One extreme approach to
the issue ofthe 'open texture' ofthe law is formalism, which «seeks to disguise and
to minimize the need for such choice once the general mIe has been laid down. » ln
this 'heaven of concepts' a mIe has the same meaning in all situations. The other
extreme is an approach that regards all mIes as «perennially open or revisable.»
Hart criticizes this approach because it pays «too little respect to such limits as
legislative language, despite its open texture, does after all provide.» ln his opinion,
most legal systems tend to compromise between two needs - first, there is the need
for clear mIes that everyone can apply to his or her conduct, and second, the recognition that there will arise disputes about the law that only an individual can resolvé.
Hart's analysis of 'open texture' is perceptive, but his main observation is not
entirely original. The view that the law must provide general mIes goes back to
Plato and Aristotle. ln the Statesman (295a) Plato observes that a legislator who
«has to give orders to whole communities ofhuman beings in matters ofjustice and
mutual contractual obligation will never be able in the laws he prescribes for the
whole group to give every individual his due with absolute accuracy.» Instead the
legislator will make «the law for the generality of his subjects under average circumstances. Thus he willlegislate for all individual citizens, but it will be by what
may be called a 'bulk' method rather than an individual treatment ( ...).» Aristotle
(Politics, 1292a33) also noted that the laws should deal with all general matters, but
that magistrates would de aI with particular circumstances. This was necessary
because ofthe «because ofthe difficulty ofmaking a general mIe to cover all cases»
(Politics, 1282b2). ln particular, Aristotle or one of his students (Ath. Pol. 9.2)
noted that the laws of Athens were often unclear, leaving the power of decision for
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